
REVEAL/md  

“Our BI team was quite impressed with the product and the slick tools you have 

designed.  They didn't believe me...they had to see for themselves.”

                         - Compliance Officer, University of Southern California  

with Audit Genius

Introducing  

Groundbreaking statistics. Dazzling graphical displays. Implementation in under 
an hour. Full support from today’s leading compliance innovators and experts. 
Together, these features take audit analytics to a place they have never been.

And they’ll do the same for your medical group.
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The first analytics platform designed exclusively by 
compliance professionals...for compliance professionals. 

Any company can build benchmarking analytics. Success comes from doing it without cutting 

corners. That’s why REVEAL/md features Audit Genius, a revolutionary technology  that interprets 

your physicians’ billing data. With over 50 risk indicators crafted from the industry’s leading experts 

and audit entities, REVEAL/md goes far beyond generic utilization comparisons. Audit Genius 

performs sophisticated outlier testing so you know exactly who is at risk - without having to sift 

through all your data. It is the smarter, simpler way to analyze your practice.

We set out with a single goal when development began on REVEAL/md - to create a tool that is far 

smarter and easier to use than any other healthcare product has ever been. After two years of 

intense research, development and collaboration with leading experts in provider and payer 

compliance, we believe we have accomplished that goal. REVEAL/md is the  revolutionary product 

that can give your medical group the ability to proactively identify risk. It’s time to take back control 

and manage your physicians’ billing.

REVEAL/md with Audit Genius
The following aspects of a physician’s 
billing are analyzed and interpreted:

E/M Audit Risk 

E/M Under-Coding

Modifiers

Surgical / Imaging Procedures 

Drug / Injections

CMS CERT Study

Top 25 Procedures

OIG Time Study

Introducing Audit Genius.  
A whole new way to experience analytics.
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The thing that makes REVEAL/md so incredible is that there is no limit to what you can do with it. With 

access to an unprecedented level of billing data and analysis, our clients are discovering uses for 

REVEAL/md beyond anything we ever imagined.  

Reviewing 100% of all providers’ billing data without having to manipulate or request reports.

Structuring their work plans based on identified risks unique to their medical group. 

Monitoring providers’ billing after chart reviews and provider education. 

Presenting compliance feedback to providers using visual and statistical analysis. 

Accurately presenting compliance issues and progress to executive management. 

Identifying providers that under-code and educating them to increase revenue. 

Utilizing REVEAL/md opens a doorway to endless possibilities. Let’s get started. Our unique client 

support system, the Analyst Program, is staffed by industry experts and included with every subscription. 

Their single goal is to help you fully discover the potential of REVEAL/md. We believe that you not only 

deserve the best tool in the market, but also the best support; no strings attached.   

The Analyst Program staff consists of the following industry experts.

Compliance Officers 

Certified Coders

Former CMS auditorsFormer OIG auditors 

Mathematicians Statisticians 

REVEAL/md users impact compliance for their medical group by: 

The industry’s best support.
A helping hand. Every step of the way.

Interact with your data. 
Infinite possibilities. Just a click away.  
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